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Developed and designed in Sweden

THE MAGNETIC SIGNAGE REVOLUTION

Make your
signs
magnetic
+ - + -

Magup makes it possible to easily
change and relocate signs in your store
without skylifts or ladders. Use your
most hidden value, the air, to expose
your message.

Now you don´t need these anymore!

STORE WITH SUSPENDED CEILINGS

You can
change it
Magup can be attached to any suspended ceiling. With the
patented self-locking adjusting system you can adjust your
sign or product in order to hang it exactly where you want it
without the use of any tools.

The assembling device is magnetic and
can be secured anywhere on a steel
surface, without damage profiles or ceiling
panels.

The installation is done from the floor,
without ladders, which reduct the risk of
injuries from dangerous falls. For very high
altitudes, a assembly shaft that extends up
to eight meters can be used.

STORE WITH OPEN CEILING CONSTRUCTION

Expand your
exposing area
With Magup you can easily assemble your signage up
to eight meters from the floor and build a structure that
makes you 100% flexible for all your future signage.

8M

Lightning tracks

Let it be light
and easy
Magup Light accessories makes it possible to easily
use your spotlight rails as a fastening point for your
signage. You can locate your sign 360° from the rail
and optimize your message to the flow of customers.

BANNER

Build a wall of
creativity
MAGUP Banner makes it possible for you to take your
creativity to a new level. You can change the message
of an entire wall within a few seconds. With a Hang Up,
instead of a Roll Up , you save plenty of floor space.

COWS AND OTHER FLYING ANIMALS

Nothing is
impossible
Use your most hidden value - the air – to expose your
message. We can help you to create a complete flexible
suspension system with exceptional cost efficiency.

The MAGUP Store

MAGUP

MAGUP-LIGHT

Magnetic suspension with
clamps or hooks

Magnetic suspension from
the existing lightning tracks

The Complete
Suspension
System

ASSEMBLY Shaft
Adjustable shaft for easier
assembling

With MAGUP you can get a complete flexible system for all
suspension situations. Let us help you!
Visit our website www.magup.se and get more information, video clips on
whole MAGUP range are available.
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MAGUP Banner
Magnetic suspension for
banners made of textiles
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